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Compressive Origin-Destination Matrix Estimation
Borhan M. Sanandaji and Pravin P. Varaiya

Abstract

The Origin-Destination (OD) Matrix Estimation (ME) is one of the main tasks in transportation planning.
Recent approaches for OD ME include estimation based on link traffic counts. In most of the situations, however,
the ME is cast as an underdetermined inverse problem with infinitely many solutions as usually the number of
available individual link traffic counts is much smaller than the total number of possible paths in a traffic network.
As a result, there is no unique solution and one should use other available information in the ME procedure.

In this paper, we aim to perform ME under the assumption that path allocations are suitably sparse (i.e.,
among all alternative paths that exist for a given OD pair, only a few of the paths are taken in a trip). Our work,
called Compressive Origin-Destination Matrix Estimation (CODE), is inspired by Compressive Sensing (CS) which
is a recent paradigm in signal processing for sparse signal recovery. We show that in cases where the true path
allocation is suitably sparse, it is possible to perform the OD ME from a small number of link flow observations.

The main technical novelty of our approach is in casting the OD ME problem as `1-recovery of a sparse signal
x ∈ RN from measurements y = Ax ∈ RM with M < N , where y contains link traffic counts, A is a binary
matrix whose structure is dependent on the topology of the network and is assumed to be known, and x is the path
allocation vector with ‖x‖0 ≤ S < N . The path allocation vector x contains all OD pair flows and path splits for
each OD pair as unknowns. We support CODE with illustrative simulations where we consider noiseless, noisy,
and weighted versions of the algorithm. When there is exact recovery, CODE is actually able to recover the path
splits for each OD pair in addition to all OD pair flows from link traffic counts. In addition to synthetic examples,
we consider applying CODE to real data taken from a region in East Providence.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Origin-Destination (OD) Matrix Estimation (ME) is one of the most essential tasks in transportation
planning and analysis. Traditional approaches for obtaining the OD matrix involve using home or roadside
interview surveys. However, these methods are usually costly and hard or even impossible to obtain in a
timely manner. Therefore, traffic planners and researchers have considered different methods for estimating
the OD matrix based on traffic counts of individual links in a traffic network [1]–[9]. For a complete
literature survey of different approaches to OD ME using traffic counts, see [6], [8], [9], among others.
In more recent approaches to OD ME, tag-based data from Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI) and
Electronic Toll Collection (ETC) are also included in the ME process [10]–[12]. The OD ME methods
can be also partitioned into static and dynamic traffic models [8], [13], [14]. In a static model, the traffic
flows are assumed to be time-independent and the goal of the ME is to recover average OD flows which
is useful for long-term traffic planning. In a dynamic traffic model, however, the OD flows are time-
dependent and we have access to link measurements on shorter time frames [1], [4], [15], [16]. In most
of these approaches, the OD ME is cast as an inverse problem where one is interested in recovering the
path allocations given the link traffic counts and the topology of the traffic network. However, this inverse
problem is usually highly underdetermined as usually the total number of possible paths in a network is
usually much greater than the number of links. As a result, there exist infinitely many solutions satisfying
the inverse problem and one should use other available information and criteria in the ME procedure.
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Fig. 1: Traffic network model with 3 origin and destination zones, 4 links, and 7 possible paths associated
with 6 possible OD pairs. In this example, for each OD pair there exists only one path except for OD
pair 1-3 (from origin zone 1 to destination zone 3) for which there exist 2 alternative paths: `12`

2
3 and `13.

A. Sparse Path Allocations and CODE
In this paper, we aim to perform the OD ME under the assumption that among all alternative paths

that exist for a given OD pair, only a few of the paths are taken in a trip. In other words, the path
allocation vector which contains all OD pair flows and path splits of each OD pair is suitably sparse. Our
work is inspired by Compressive Sensing (CS) [17]–[19] which is a recent paradigm in signal processing
for sparse signal recovery. We show that in cases where the true path allocation is suitably sparse, it is
possible to perform the OD ME from a small number of link flow observations. For this reason, we call
our approach Compressive Origin-Destination Matrix Estimation (CODE). In our formulation, the path
allocation vector x contains all OD pair flows and path splits for each OD pair as unknown variables.1

When there is exact recovery, CODE is actually able to recover the path splits for each OD pair as well as
OD pair flows from link traffic counts. The main technical novelty of our approach is in casting the OD
ME problem as `1-recovery of a sparse signal x ∈ RN from measurements y = Ax ∈ RM with M < N ,
where y contains link traffic counts, A is a binary matrix whose structure is dependent on the topology
of the network and is assumed to be known, and x is the path allocation vector with ‖x‖0 ≤ S < N .

B. Paper Organization
In section II, we setup the OD ME problem based on both the static and dynamic traffic models and

introduce the sparse path allocation framework. We list some of the basic tools of CS and `1-minimization
in section III. We then examine CODE in its noiseless and noisy settings on a synthetic illustrative traffic
example in section IV. We discuss a weighted version of CODE and its use in the ME problem in section V.
Section VI presents a case study based on real data taken from a traffic area in East Providence.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

Let’s consider a collection of origins and destinations in a traffic network. Figure 1 shows an example
where each node i represents a zone and each link `ij represents a link from node (zone) i to node j. Note
that the graph is directed so there might be a road from zone i (origin) to zone j (destination) but not in
the reverse direction. Each measurement yij is the traffic counts of the vehicles traveling from node i to
node j through the link `ij . Note that this is a static framework. Between any given pair of ODs, there
might exist several alternative paths. For example, from origin 2 to destination 1 there exists one path
that starts from zone 2, passes through zone 3, and then reaches to zone 1. Likewise, from origin 1 to
destination 3, there exist 2 alternative paths: node 1 to node 3 and node 1 to node 2 to node 3. If we do
this path finding for all OD pairs, one can identify all possible paths in this network. Our measurements,
however, are the total number of vehicles that pass through each link. For example, the measurement y12
represents the total number of vehicles that pass through link `12. This traffic can be an aggregation of the

1In the OD ME literature, the path splits are usually assumed to be given and known while in CODE they are unknown variables.
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traffic that is in part associated with 3 paths: the path from node 1 to 2 (called path p1), the path from
node 1 to node 2 to node 3 (called path p2), and the path from node 3 to node 1 to node 2 (called path
p7). Our goal is to recover the contribution of each path from the measurement y12 . Formally,

y12 = x`
1
2 + x`

1
2`

2
3 + x`

3
1`

1
2 := x1 + x2 + x7,

where xi (also shown as xpi) is the contribution of path pi to the considered link flow measurement.
Observe that in this example, there are a total of 7 possible paths associated with 6 different OD pairs.
Traffic counts associated with this example can be represented in a matrix-vector product format as:




y12
y13
y23
y31




︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

=




1 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
A




x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7




︸ ︷︷ ︸
x

. (1)

The goal in the OD ME problem is to recover x from link flow observations y. Apparently, this is
an underdetermined set of of linear equations which has a non-trivial nullspace. Therefore, there exist
infinitely many solutions x 6= 0 that satisfy the linear equations, making the unique recovery of the true
solution impossible, in general. However, in the following we show that under some conditions we can
recover a unique solution. We first explain the traffic model which is based on the conservation law.

A. Static Traffic Model and the Conservation Law
Assume there are K OD pairs (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) associated with N paths (n = 1, 2, . . . , N ). The

conservation law dictates that for any link `ij from node i to node j, we have the following traffic model.
Let yij be the count of vehicles on link `ij and fk be the total count of vehicles traveling the kth OD pair.
Then, in a static traffic model yij can be written as

(measurement model): yij =
∑

k

(∑

n

wk,na
i→j
k,n

)
fk, (2)

where wk,n represents the percentage of vehicles that take the nth path in traveling the kth OD pair, and
ai→j
k,n is a binary variable that equals to 1 if `ij belongs to the nth path in traveling the kth OD pair and 0

otherwise [20]. Note that the weights wk,n (also called path splits) should satisfy

(weight constraints):
{ ∑

nwk,n = 1, k = 1, . . . , K,
0 ≤ wk,n ≤ 1, k = 1, . . . , K and n = 1, . . . , N.

(3)

For each link flow measurement yij , we can rewrite (2) as

yij = [ai→j
1,1 . . . ai→j

k,n . . . ai→j
K,N ]




w1,1f1
...

wk,nfk
...

wK,NfK




︸ ︷︷ ︸
x∈RN

. (4)

Note that in our formulation (4) the dimension of x is equal to the total number of paths in a network.
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For the network of Fig. 1, let’s define p1 = `12, p2 = `12`
2
3, p3 = `13, p4 = `23`

3
1, p5 = `23, p6 = `31, p7 = `31`

1
2.

Noting that by constraints (3), w1,1 = w3,4 = w4,5 = w5,6 = w6,7 = 1 and w2,2 + w2,3 = 1. We have

(static link traffic counts):





y12 = w1,1f1︸ ︷︷ ︸
x1

+w2,2f2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x2

+w6,7f6︸ ︷︷ ︸
x7

= f1 + w2,2f2 + f6,

y13 = w2,3f2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x3

= w2,3f2,

y23 = w2,2f2︸ ︷︷ ︸
x2

+w3,4f3︸ ︷︷ ︸
x4

+w4,5f4︸ ︷︷ ︸
x5

= w2,2f2 + f3 + f4,

y31 = w3,4f3︸ ︷︷ ︸
x4

+w5,6f5︸ ︷︷ ︸
x6

+w6,7f6︸ ︷︷ ︸
x7

= f3 + f5 + f6.

(5)

Remark 1: In our formulation, when there is exact recovery one can recover all OD flows fk and
path splits wk,n based on the recovered x. For example, given x2 and x3, we can recover f2 because
x2 + x3 = w2,2f2 + w2,3f2 = (w2,2 + w2,3)f2 = f2. Also, we can recover w2,2 = x2/f2 and w2,3 = x3/f2.

Remark 2: The decomposition (4) is different than the standard way as here we assume the weights
wk,n are unknown a priori and therefore they are incorporated into x. This is one of the main differences
of our approach for OD ME with other works. Apparently, this makes x live in a higher-dimensional
subspace. However, under sparse path allocation assumption, we show that how one can recover sparse
solutions, even from a highly underdetermined set of linear equations.

B. Dynamic Traffic Model
In section II-A, we presented the conservation law under a static traffic model. In a static model, the

traffic flows are assumed to be time-independent and the goal of the ME is to recover average OD flows
which is useful for long-term traffic planning. In a dynamic traffic model, however, the OD flows are
time-dependent and we have access to link measurements on shorter time frames. This model is more
realistic as it can include hour-to-hour (e.g., rush hours vs. normal hours) or day-to-day (e.g., weekdays
vs. weekends) link traffic counts and OD pair flows. Apparently, analyzing dynamic traffic models is more
complicated than the static case. In particular, in a dynamic model one needs to consider the time delay
between the start time (the time a vehicle leaves an origin) and the count time (the time a vehicle is
being detected by the counter device on the considered link). This time delay is assumed to be zero in a
static traffic model. As a result, in a dynamic framework the link flow measurements yij and OD flows fk
are time dependent. For simplicity of illustration, we assume a one-sample time delay in passing through
each link in the network example of Fig. 1.2 Under this assumption, a dynamic version of (5) is

(dynamic link traffic counts):





y12(t) = f1(t) + w2,2f2(t) + f6(t− 1),
y13(t) = w2,3f2(t),
y23(t) = w2,2f2(t− 1) + f3(t) + f4(t),
y31(t) = f3(t− 1) + f5(t) + f6(t).

(6)

The set of equations (6) can be compactly written in a matrix-vector product format as

2This assumption is only for simplifying our illustration and might be the case for small traffic networks. For larger networks, however,
a more careful calculation of time delays (based on link lengths, link conditions, network topology, traffic times, etc.) is required.
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y12(t)
y13(t)
y23(t)
y31(t)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
y(t)

=




1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
A




f1(t)
w2,2f2(t)
w2,3f2(t)

w2,2f2(t− 1)
f3(t)

f3(t− 1)
f4(t)
f5(t)
f6(t)

f6(t− 1)




︸ ︷︷ ︸
x(t)

. (7)

Comparing (7) with its static version (1) reveals that considering time delays in the model increases the
dimensionality of x(t), making the OD ME problem even more underdetermined. However, in a dynamic
framework we can take measurements over time and consider a stacked version of (7) in the OD ME.

III. COMPRESSIVE SENSING (CS)
CS, introduced by Candès, Romberg and Tao [21] and Donoho [17], is a powerful paradigm in signal

processing which enables the recovery of an unknown vector from an underdetermined set of measurements
under the assumption of sparsity of the signal and under certain conditions on the measurement matrix.
The CS recovery problem can be viewed as recovery of an S-sparse signal x ∈ RN from its observations
y = Ax ∈ RM where A ∈ RM×N is the measurement matrix with M < N (in many cases M � N ).
An S-sparse signal x ∈ RN is a signal of length N with S non-zero entries where S � N . The notation
S := ‖x‖0 denotes the sparsity level of x. Since the matrix A ∈ RM×N has a non-trivial nullspace when
M < N , there exist infinitely many solutions to the equation y = Ax, given y. However, recovery of x
is indeed possible from CS measurements if the true signal is known to be sparse. Recovery of the true
signal can be accomplished by seeking a sparse solution among these candidates.

A. Recovery via `0-minimization
Supposing that x is exactly S-sparse, recovery of x from y can be formulated as the `0-minimization

x̂`0 := arg min ‖x‖0 subject to y = Ax. (8)

The recovery problem (8) can be interpreted as finding an S-term approximation to y given A [17], [22].

B. Recovery via `1-minimization
Solving the `0-minimization problem (8) is known to be NP-hard. Thanks to the results of CS in

regards to sparse signal recovery, however, it has been discovered that it is not always necessary to solve
the `0-minimization problem (8) to recover x. In fact, a much simpler problem often yields an equivalent
solution: we only need to solve for the “`1-sparsest” x that agrees with the measurements y by solving

x̂`1 := arg min ‖x‖1 subject to y = Ax. (9)

The `1-minimization problem (9), also known as Basis Pursuit (BP) [23], is significantly more approachable
than the `0-minimization problem (8) and can be solved with traditional linear programming techniques
whose computational complexities are polynomial in N . A noise-aware version of the `1-minimization
(9) can be considered by relaxing the equality constraint as

x̂`1 := arg min ‖x‖1 subject to ‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ δ, (10)

where δ is a parameter that depends on the noise content of the measurements.
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TABLE I: The 3 plausible OD pairs and their corresponding 14 paths for the network of Fig. 2.

OD pair 3− 1 OD pair 3− 2 OD pair 4− 2
p1 `31 p6 `31 → `12 p10 `41 → `12
p2 `32 → `21 p7 `32 p11 `41 → `13 → `32
p3 `32 → `24 → `41 p8 `34 → `41 → `12 p12 `42
p4 `34 → `41 p9 `34 → `42 p13 `43 → `31 → `12
p5 `34 → `42 → `21 p14 `43 → `32

C. `0/`1 Equivalence and the Restricted Isometry Property
In using the `1-minimization problem (9) as a relaxation of the `0-minimization problem (8), one

should note that x̂`1 is not equal to x̂`0 unless the measurement matrix A satisfies some conditions. The
Restricted Isometry Property (RIP), introduced by Candès and Tao [24], is one of the most fundamental
recovery conditions that has been studied in the CS literature [19]. Establishing the RIP for a given
matrix A guarantees that the solution to the `1-minimization problem is equivalent to the solution to the
`0-minimization problem. However, the RIP condition is a sufficient recovery condition and in many cases
the `1-minimization recovers the true sparse solution while A does not satisfy the RIP. In particular, when
sparse dynamical systems are involved the gap between the RIP and the actual recovery performance in-
creases. Such applications have been recently investigated in system identification [25]–[29], observability
and control design of linear systems [30], [31], and identification of interconnected networks [32], [33].

IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE SYNTHETIC TRAFFIC NETWORK EXAMPLE

In order to better explain the ideas, let’s consider a synthetic network example. While our proposed
CODE algorithm can be applied to dynamic traffic models as explained in section II-B, for the sake of
simplicity and saving space we consider applying CODE to static traffic models. Figure 2 shows the
structure of the considered network. There are 4 nodes (OD zones) connected with 10 links. The link
from node i to node j is denoted by `ij where the vehicle count measurements on this link is denoted by
yij . In total, there are 12 possible OD pairs, each can be achieved via alternative paths. In this example,
we assume that only 3 of the OD pairs are plausible. Table I lists the considered plausible OD pairs and
their corresponding 14 paths. If we have access to all of the 10 link flow measurements, based on (4) and
the structure of the network (Fig. 2), we can form a set of linear equations as




y12
y13
y21
y24
y31
y32
y34
y41
y42
y43




︸ ︷︷ ︸
y∈RM

=




0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
A∈RM×N




w1,1f1
w1,2f1
w1,3f1
w1,4f1
w1,5f1
w2,6f2
w2,7f2
w2,8f2
w2,9f2
w3,10f3
w3,11f3
w3,12f3
w3,13f3
w3,14f3




︸ ︷︷ ︸
x∈RN

. (11)
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Fig. 2: Traffic network model with 4 nodes (OD zones) and 10 links.

Apparently, even if we have access to all of the 10 possible link flow measurements, the set of linear
equations (11) is underdetermined. A conventional way to recover x is by solving the `2-minimization

x̂`2 := arg min ‖x‖2 subject to
{

y = Ax
xi ≥ 0,∀i. (12)

Several variants of lease-squares techniques have been proposed and studied in the OD ME literature.
See [6], [8], [9] for detailed surveys, among others. However, for the sake of this paper we can reasonably
categorize them as the `2-minimization problem given in (12). We show that under sparse path allocation
assumption, we can recover the true solution by solving the `1-minimization:

x̂`1 := arg min ‖x‖1 subject to
{

y = Ax
xi ≥ 0,∀i. (13)

Note that the constraint xi ≥ 0,∀i is added to account for non-negativeness of the path allocations.

A. Noiseless Recovery of Sparse Path Allocations
In the following, we consider different scenarios where the `1-minimization (13) is successful in

recovering x. Let’s start by considering noiseless recovery and motivating the CODE algorithm.
Example 1 (`1-Recovery vs. `2-Recovery): Let’s consider the network example given in Fig. 2. Let’s

assume we have access to only 6 link measurements as: {y12, y13, y21, y32, y34, y43}. The goal is to recover
x ∈ R14 based on the available link flow measurements. The true path allocation x in this example is
4-sparse while satisfying conditions (3). In particular, we have assumed that p2 is the taken path in OD
pair 3−1 with w1,2 = 1, p8 is the taken path in OD pair 3−2 with w2,8 = 1, and p11 and p14 are the taken
paths in OD pair 4−2 with w3,11 = 0.25 and w3,14 = 0.75, respectively. Note that w3,11+w3,14 = 1. Fig. 3
depicts the recovery results. As can be seen, the `1-minimization succeeds in recovering the true 4-sparse
x ∈ R14 from 6 link measurements while the `2-minimization fails, motivating the CODE algorithm. A
keen reader should observe that he recovered solution from `2-recovery is not even sparse. �
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Fig. 3: (Example 1) Illustration of how the `1-minimization succeeds and `2-minimization fails in recovery
of the true 4-sparse path allocation from 6 link flow measurements of the traffic network of Fig. 2.

Example 2: In this example, we show that how the required number of measurements for exact recovery
via `1-minimization increases with the sparsity level of x. Let’s consider two fixed supports for x: a 3-
sparse x (S1 = {5, 9, 13}) and a 4-sparse x (S2 = {2, 8, 11, 14}). On each of these supports, we generate
several x while satisfying constraints (3). We repeat this experiment for different number of link flow
measurements. For a fixed number of measurements, we randomly choose a subset of links as our available
link flow measurements at each iteration. We repeat this experiment for 500 iterations and solve the `1-
minimization (13). In order to better understand the set of recovered solutions, we consider 3 different
recovery scenarios. In its most rigorous case, we consider x̂`1 to be an exact recovery only if x̂`1 = x. In
other words, exact recovery happens if all of the weights and OD flows are perfectly recovered. However,
as mentioned earlier x contains a particular structure due to constraints (3). For example, one might
consider x̂`1 as a successful recovery if all OD flows are perfectly recovered while the recovered weights
do not necessarily match the true weights. In its least rigorous case, one might consider x̂`1 to be a
successful recovery if the sum of all recovered OD flows match the true total flow sum. Based on the
application, all of these recovery criteria can be considered and are important in transpiration planning.
Fig. 4 shows the recovery results for all of these situations. Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) depict how the recovery
performance improves as less rigorous recovery criterion is considered for a 3-sparse and a 4-sparse x,
respectively. As expected, one needs more measurements to recover a 4-sparse x than a 3-sparse x. �

Example 3: In this example, we consider all possible 3-, 4-, and 5-sparse signals and for each, we
calculate the recovery rate for different number of measurements over 500 iterations. The results are
illustrated in Fig. 5. At each iteration and for a given sparsity level S, we randomly generate a signal
x (with random OD flow values and weights while satisfying (3) and on a random support). We then
randomly select the link flow measurements for a given M . For each pair of M and S, we repeat this
procedure for 500 iterations and calculate the recovery rate as the percentage of the times that there is an
exact recovery (based on element wise recovery criterion) by solving the `1-minimization. �

B. Noisy CODE and Compressible Path Allocations
So far we have considered recovery of signals (i.e., path allocations x) in scenarios where x is exactly

S-sparse and in a noiseless framework. However, in practice this might not be the case and often we deal
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Fig. 4: (Example 2) Illustration of how the recovery rate changes with measurements. Two fixed supports
(3- and 4-sparse) are considered. The recovery rate is calculated as the percentage of the times there is an
exact recovery by solving the `1-minimization. (a) 3-sparse path allocation. (b) 4-sparse path allocation.
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Fig. 5: (Example 3) Illustration of how the recovery rate changes with sparsity and measurements. We
perform the following procedure at each iteration. For a given sparsity level and number of measurements,
we randomly select the support and generate x, calculate y, and then randomly choose a subset of links as
our available measurements. For each pair (S,M), we repeat this procedure for 500 iterations and calculate
the recovery rate as the percentage of the times there is an exact recovery by solving the `1-minimization.

with the so-called compressible signals and noisy measurements, A signal x ∈ RN is called compressible
when it has more than S < N non-zero entries but can be well approximated by its S largest entries. In
most of the practical applications of CS, one deal with compressible signals and noisy measurements.

Example 4 (Noisy `1-Recovery): In this example, we consider CODE from noisy measurements. Let’s
consider signals generated on two fixed supports (a 3-sparse and a 4-sparse) as explained in Example 2.
Let’s assume M = 10 link measurements are available. A Gaussian noise level with distribution N (0, 0.12)
and a Gaussian noise level with distribution N (0, 0.022) is added to true measurements for the 3-sparse
and 4-sparse signals, respectively. We use a noise-aware version of the `1-minimization (13) as

x̂`1 := arg min ‖x‖1 subject to
{
‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ δ
xi ≥ 0, ∀i. (14)
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Fig. 6: (Example 4) Illustration of how CODE can be applied to noisy measurements. Two fixed supports
(a 3-sparse and a 4-sparse) are considered as explained in Example 2. All M = 10 link measurements are
available. A Gaussian noise level with N (0, ν2) is added to true measurements. We plot the histogram of
recovery error ‖x̂− x‖2 over 1000 iterations. (a) 3-sparse with ν = 0.1 (b) 4-sparse with ν = 0.02.

The parameter δ is chosen based on the noise content of measurements. For comparison, we repeat this
recovery problem by solving a noise-aware version of the `2-minimization (12) as

x̂`2 := arg min ‖x‖2 subject to
{
‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ δ
xi ≥ 0, ∀i. (15)

Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) illustrate the noisy recovery results where we plot the histogram of recovery error
‖x̂−x‖2 over 1000 iterations, for 3- and 4-sparse signals, respectively. As can be seen, the `1-minimization
is stable to nose and yields much smaller recovery error ‖x̂− x‖2 in both cases. �

V. WEIGHTED `1-MINIMIZATION

Expert knowledge, tag-based data captured from AVI and ETC mechanisms, etc., can provide a-priori
information about the path allocations. This extra knowledge (even partial and rough) can help recovery
of the true path allocation vector x using CODE. To this end, we propose to use a weighted version of
the `1-minimization problem (13) as follows

x̂w = arg min ‖Λx‖1 subject to
{

y = Ax
xi ≥ 0, ∀i, (16)

where Λ ∈ RN×N is a given diagonal matrix with positive entries (weights) on the diagonal. This is a
convex problem and can be cast as a linear program. Note that ‖Λx‖1 =

∑
i λi|xi| is a weighted sum

of the entries of x. An entry of x assigned with a large weight tends to get more penalized in the
minimization problem. Let N be the set of all possible paths for all OD-pairs where |N | = N and S be
the set of taken paths. In designing the weight matrix Λ, higher weights will be assigned to a subset S ′
of paths, where S ⊆ S ′ ⊆ N , that are less likely to be taken. Similarly, lower weights will be assigned
to a subset of paths that are more likely to be taken. Fig. 7 shows an example where incorporating some
extra information in the CODE improves the recovery of a 4-sparse x from 6 link flow measurements
{y12, y13, y32, y34, y42, y43} via solving the weighted `1-minimization (16). The weights are chosen based on
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Fig. 7: Illustration of how weighted `1-minimization can help recovery of a 4-sparse path allocation
x ∈ R14 from 6 link flow measurements of the traffic network example given in Fig. 2. For clarity, the
weights associated with the paths of a given OD pair are distinguished by different colors.

our rough understanding of the path allocations. For example, for OD pair 3 − 1, a smaller weight is
assigned to the entry associated with the true path (p2) compared to other alternative paths for this OD
pair. Similarly, smaller weights are assigned to entries 8, 11, and 14, forcing the weighted `1-minimization
to penalize these entries less than other paths. Ideally, one would like to assign smaller weights to the
non-zero entries associated with the true solution. However, it might not be always possible to find a
consistent weight matrix as often we do not have access to the true support when designing Λ. In such
situations, one can consider using reweighed `1-minimization techniques as the recovery algorithm [34].
Starting from an inconsistent initial weight matrix, the reweighed `1-minimization converges to the true
solution after few iterations.3 Note that the weights do not necessarily add to 1 for a given OD pair and
they simply represent our understanding of the true path allocation.

VI. CASE STUDY IN EAST PROVIDENCE

We apply CODE to traffic data recorded from an area in East Providence. Figure VI depicts the map
and a schematic of the urban area under study. The matrix A associated with the area under study has 10
rows (number of measurements) and 33 columns (total number of paths). For the sake of saving space,
we do not provide the path allocation table details and focus on representing the CODE recovery result.
Fig. 9 illustrates the recovery results. As can be seen, the solution has only a few non-zero entries. The
most significant path (p10) is the path on the Grand Army of the Republic Highway (`18 → `89). This result
further confirms that there usually exists a sparse path allocation which can be recovered using CODE.

3At each iteration, the reweighed `1-minimization updates the weight matrix based on the recovered solution at the previous iteration.
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Fig. 8: Case study of CODE on real data. (a) Map of the area under study in East Providence (Grand
Army of the Republic Hwy and Warren Ave). (b) Schematic of the area under study. There are a total of
33 paths associated with OD pairs while 10 link flow measurements are available.
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